Hiniker plow wiring diagrams
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browser before proceeding. Hiniker Light Problem. Thread starter clacy Start date Nov 24,
Location Iowa. I have a 1st generation Hiniker straight blade. When I hook it up to a Chevy I
have no high and low beam headlights. All other functions work, just no plow lights when I
switch the plow truck switch. I notice on my dash that my high beam indicator is lit up. When I
hook this plow up to other trucks 87 and 82 chevys that have C plows on them, this plow works
as it is supposed to. All lights and power. When I hook another C Plow plow up to the chevy
those plows work as they are supposed to. The head lights are fine, I tested them, and I
changed out the relays. I also changed the cab controler. The straight and C plows work on the
82 and 87 chevy fine. The straight blade doesnt work on the chevy, but the C plows do. There is
new wiring on the also. The headlight adapter kit is general application for 4 headlights using H
and H high and low beam headlights. I also found a ground wiring adapter harness for Dodge
and GMC models. I dont recall seeing this in my wiring harness. Could this be the problem.
Location Theresa, Wi. I have a similar problem on my scoop plow, low beams are on and the
brights indicator in the truck is always on, when I turn on the brights they just get dim and when
I attach a ground to it they get bright. RichG53 PlowSite. Location SE WI Waukesha Co. Willing
to bet it is a Ground problem Location knoxville, tn. I'm a hiniker dealer new to this group. If
your chevy has daytime running lights let me know. There are 2 different wiring harnesses
available for this problem. I need to know if you have daytime running lights before giving you
an answer. Doug Hiniker Support Team. I was missing the ground light adapter for this specific
truck. Every thing works fine now. Location Pittsburgh, Pa. I have a hini scoop and am also
having a problem with lighting. I have daytime running lights on my 07 Chevy The recurring
problem I have is that when I plug in my plow the truck lights will not function regardless of
what position the controller switch is on. Location Broomfield, CO. Location kansas. Location
Wisconsin. You must log in or register to reply here. Avoid shortages and malfunctions when
electrical wiring your car's consumer electronics. Hiniker Plow Wiring Diagram from cdn
Electricity is very dangerous and can certainly lead to electrocution, so you need to call an
emergency electrical contractor for sensitive cabling cases. However, you may work on small
electrical wiring in your home provided you follow safety measures. To make you better at
wiring, here are some reliable tips and techniques you need to understand. Likely to be in a far
greater position to protect yourself and work better. An RCD residual current device is one of
the main things to have in your circuits. RCDs are devices that are widely-used to monitor the
flow of current through a particular circuit, and they cut off the present whenever it moves
through an unintended path. So if you accidentally touch a live wire, the RCD would identify the
abnormal flow of the existing and immediately switch off the circuit. This particular keeps both
you and your family safe. Having the right tools at hand can be another important aspect of
power work. For instance, avoid using knives as opposed to stripshow when stripping your
wires. Knives may weaken the line by notching the copper inside. Choose linesman pliers rather
than the ordinary slip-joint giant pliers when intending to twist wires. The ordinary pliers would
give you a loose connection that may cause trouble in future. Also, ensure you've received a
tester to test the volt quality of the cables before and after working on them. Terminal
connections are the end points of wires, where a connection with a circuit occurs. These are
some of the most common connections, specifically if you're working with receptacles and
switches. Terminal connections undergo a lot of stress, and weak joints easily loosen. So here's
the secret. When wrapping a wire around the terminal screw, do it in a clockwise direction. Of
which way, the mess tightens the link as it will go in. Also ensure that all the wire that's covered
around the screw is stripped. Inside case there are a airport terminal slot, you need to be extra
careful. Strip the wire just right such that no insulating material goes underneath the slot, and
no bare wire is left. Any faults here may cause the wire to the touch the ground wire or box. You
must be logged in to post a comment. Facebook Tweet Pin. Use proper tools Having the right
tools at hand can be another important aspect of power work. Watch your airport terminal
contacts Terminal connections are the end points of wires, where a connection with a circuit
occurs. Leave a Comment Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Forums New
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proceeding. Hiniker Snow plow help Location Long Island NY. Hello all, Im new on here, so
might not know all the correct terms, please bare with me. I just purchased a 12 year old Hiniker
N snowplow and mount from someone on Craigslist. I didnt realize till I got the plow home that it
didnt have complete wireing. The local shop says I need to convert the setup to a 10 pin config
and need switches and relays but it seems like alot of money. What I currently have is 2 plugs
coming off the plow mount pump and selonoid. The 2 fat wires are the battery terminals. Got
that by one being black and the other being red and both being 8 Guage wire. There are 4 wires
that come off plow mount pump and selonoid. There is a red, yellow, white, and black. Just
trying to find out how I can wire this up without buying kits and switches. Im guessing the black
thin wire would be the negative for the selonoid. Im also guessing that the red, yellow, and white
wires each control something diff one up, one left, and one down. Dont want to try hooing
power up to anything till im sure im not gonna make anything worse. I have looked onlie for the
old wire kit for the 4 wire config,and cant find anything. I tried to find the guy I bought the plow
off of and he has moved in the last month since I bought plow landlord has no idea where he
moved to. The headlights each have its own 4 wire plug, and the pigtail for each side of my
truck headlight and signal, so thats fine. Just need to know how to wire the 4 smaller wires
again: Red, Yellow, White, and Black. Im hoping I can hook them up like my old Meyer plow with
2 momentary switches, one for up and down and one for left and right. You all are my last hope
before spending Thousands of dollars for local shop wireing and setup. Would anyone know if
this switch from Ebay for a Meyer plow would work??? Greenery Club Member. Location
minnesota. Have you tried looking for some wiring schematics on hinikers website? It shouldn't
cost you thousands for a new wire harness. Reply I have looked on the Hiniker website. They
say I need 2 harness's, the remote joystick, and new headlights. It seems there pushing the 10
pin harness because its a single connector for the headlights and plow all in one. I dont need
the Headlight plugs or relays since I have the old harness for the lights. I also have the Battery
termanals and breaker, so im good there. I dont see why the switch like the one Meyer makes
wouldnt work. The pump has relays on it and thats where the 4 small wires feed from. Which
makes me believe that one is up, one is left, one is down, and black shares neg. Just not sure.
Figured someone on here has hooked up an old Hiniker Plow setup with these 4 wires and used
momentary switches. I just went on Hiniker website, pulled all the part numbers and looked
them up on eBay. It would be a little bit cheaper to get parts onlne. Problem is I have no idea
how to wire the 4 wires form selonoid. Location kc mo. Have you by chance found more info. I'm
in same secnio and looking for help. Meezer Senior Member. Location Indiana. Last edited: Dec
12, You must log in or register to reply here. Quick Links Download this manual. Page 4: To The
Purchaser This product is designed and manufactured to Check that your dealer has forwarded
the give years of dependable service when properly Hiniker delivery report form along with the
plow maintained and used for the purpose for which identification number because it helps
maintain it is intended. Page 5: Safety Replace these with genuine Hiniker parts. Operator safety
is a principle concern in equip- ment design and distribution. However, many Escaping
hydraulic oil under pressure can accidents occur because a few seconds of penetrate the skin,
causing serious injury. Local conditions will determine when plowing snow. Sudden contact
how much work can be done before stalling or with a hidden object can result in seri- getting
stuck. Page 9 Operating Procedures 7 Swing the latch handle open until the latch the lift frame
to fall forward, possibly causing sliders are fully removed from the attachment personal injury
or damage to plow components. Page 10 8 Operating Procedures Disconnect the electrical
connectors by pulling them straight out from the receptacles. Do not twist the connectors,
twisting will damage the connector pins or the wiring harness. Check reservoir oil level. Page
Maintenance Hydraulic oil should be changed every year for stored. The use of dielectric grease
is recom- best performance. Select Hiniker Cold Flow Hy- mended to reduce corrosion of the
contacts and draulic Oil, or an equivalent oil that meets mili- to make connecting and
disconnecting easier. Page 18 16 Plow Assembly carriage bolts and flanged lock nuts from the
hardware bag in the parts box. Remove the LH and RH headlamps from their boxes and mount
on the brackets with hardware from the headlamp boxes. Use plastic tie straps to band
headlamp cable above and below the brackets at the locations shown to provide clearance for
the power unit cover later. Page 19 Plow Assembly 17 Refer to drawing Remove the tape trical
connections, ring and spade terminals with from the black corrugated loom at the dielectric
grease prior to assembly. Locate an O
headphone jack pinout
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range, Red, and two Black wires. Page 21 Plow Assembly 19 solenoid as a template, mark then

drill two Select an area near the drivers side fender for the relays. Page 22 20 Plow Assembly
Remove the plug mount plate kit from the DWG NO. Page 23 These functions can be re- NOTE:
The power cable and wiring harness must versed by reassembling the joystick switch and be
connected between the snowplow and truck to face plate. Page 26 24 Wiring Harness If
requested by Hiniker, products or parts for which a warranty claim is made are to be returned
freight prepaid to our factory. Any improper use, operation beyond rated capacity, substitution
of parts not approved by Hiniker Company, or any alteration or repair in such manner as in our
judgment affects the product materially and adversely shall void this warranty. This manual is
also suitable for: Print page 1 Print document 31 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have
an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

